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iAdaptAir® is the smartest home air purifier.
Experience full spectrum air purification for optimal
indoor air quality. The iAdaptAir® high-quality
HEPA, carbon, UV, AHPCO® and Bi-Polar®
technologies eliminate pollutants, allowing you and
your family to breathe easy year-round. Manage
multiple air purifiers with the Air Oasis indoor air
quality phone app. iAdaptAir® comes in three
sizes.
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Works with
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Why iAdaptAir

®

Get Allergy Relief

Eliminate Odors

Clean Air & Surfaces

Reduce allergens by up to 99%,
trapping pollen, dust, dander and
smoke.

Absorb even the toughest odors
(including smoke) up to 99% and
reduce VOC levels.

Reduce the flu virus and other
illnesses with technologies that get rid
of germs in the air and on surfaces.

Cost-effective
Designed to add value, the iAdaptAir® is an investment in your
health.
Smart mode enables an IAQ sensor to adjust fan speed and adapt to pollution
levels to ensure you're breathing fresh air while extending filter life. An auto-off
setting on the control panel optimize filter usage, extending filter cartridge life
and reducing energy consumption. iAdaptAir® automatically determines the
optimal time to replace its filter cartridge by constantly measuring pollutant
levels, fan speed and run time. The iAdaptAir® purifier only uses 12-48 Watts of
electricity.
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The washable dust guard removes large particles to help
extend the life of the HEPA filter.
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Advanced True HEPA Filter

Removes smoke, dust, pollen, dander and other allergycausing particulates as small as 0.3 microns.

Mass Absorbtion Carbon Filter

Carbon air filtration has been used for more than a
century to absorb vapors, odors and volatile organic
compounds.

AHPCO™ Filter

Destroys tiny mycotoxins, mold, bacteria, viruses and
VOCs that survive the HEPA and carbon filter stages of
iAdaptAir ®.

UVGI (UV Germicidal Light)

Sterilizes biological contaminants such as mold, bacteria,
and viruses.

Bi-Polar ® Ionization

Creates positive & negative ions which seek out and
reduce contaminants such as particulates, mold, bacteria,
viruses and VOCs on a molecular level both in the air and
on surfaces.

Stay Connected

Doctor Recommended

Monitor your iAdaptAir® purifier with a built-in smart control

Industry experts acknowledge our products help people breathe

panel or remotely via a mobile app.

easier and feel better.

Download our mobile app and control multiple purifiers anywhere in the
world. The app scheduler sets the time iAdaptAir® turns on and off each day.
The smart control panel allows you to adjust fan speed, put on the child lock,
turn the lights off for restful sleep. It will even display the current air quality
surrounding your iAdaptAir® so you can regulate the settings before
returning home. Use iAdaptAir® with or without Wifi connectivity.

Third-party lab tested to reduce up to 99.99% of H1N1 Influenza virus,
bacteria, mold, mycotoxins, and VOCs in 20 minutes or less.
Recommended for use by physicians across the United States to reduce
allergy causing pollutants and for patients suffering from the effects of
chronic hypersensitivities to mold, chemicals and mycotoxins.
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